responses which makes it necessary to process events in real-time, to derive acceptable responsiveness. In all of these domains, one of the most fundamental challenge is to explore the large volumes of data and extract useful information for future actions. In particular, this real-time exploration has to be done at massive scales.
Nowadays generated data in IoT era have several characteristics that put them in the class of Big Data [4] . Specially, in a Smart City generated data normally has the following characteristics:
• Large volumes of data the amount of real-time generated data by different applications in a Smart City can be in order of zetabytes.
• Heterogeneous data sources in Smart Cities, the data sources are diverse. For example, there are many sensors data, RFID data, cameras data, human generated data, and so on.
• Heterogeneous data types collected data by different devices are different in format, packet size, required precision and arrival time.
Many distributed Big Data platforms are designed to provide scalable processing on commodity clusters. Apache Hadoop [5] is one of the most popular frameworks for batch processing, which uses MapReduce [6] programming model. There are several large-scale computing architectures customized for batch processing [7] ; however, they are not suitable for stream processing; because in the MapReduce paradigm all input data need to be stored on a distributed file system (like HDFS) before start to process. To address the large-scale real-time processing problem, some distributed frameworks such as Apache Storm [8] , Spark Streaming [9] and Apache Flink [10] have been emerged. They process a continuous stream of messages on distributed resources with low-latency and high throughput. These recent Big Data platforms are becoming one of the most essential components of IoT ecosystems.
Smart City
It is expected to about 68% of the population to live in cities by 2050 [11] . On the other hand, using technology to improve citizen's lives makes a city into a smart one. In other words, Smart Cities offer their citizens a high quality of life by improving processes and reducing environmental footprint with technology [12] . These cities capture data using sensors, and use Big Data analytics techniques to improve environmental, financial, and social aspects of urban life. According to [13] Smart City technology, spending reached $80 billion in 2016, and is predicted to grow to $135 billion by 2021. An intelligent combination of technological advances such as IoT, Cloud Computing, Smart Grid and Smart Building allows tracking huge amounts of information; this combination creates an intelligent system known as Smart City. A Smart City uses IoT sensors and many other technologies to connect components through a city to derive data and improve the lives of citizens and visitors. For example, in a Smart City, buildings have interconnected electrical, cooling, and heating systems monitored by an intelligent management system and a Smart Grid can be used to control on-demand generation of electricity.
System architecture for Smart City
The backbone of a Smart City is Internet of Things and the IoT itself consists of different areas such as embedded systems, ubiquitous computing and Big Data analytics. Normally, the system architecture for IoT has five layers including: Devices, Gateways, Access network, Data processing and Application [4] . So the system structure that integrates Big Data into Smart City [12] can be considered as Fig. 1 . Layers in this architecture are similar to IoT system architecture layers and can be divided as follow:
1. Device layer: Set of sensors, RFID, cameras, and other devices that continuously capture physical measures such as temperature, humidity, light, vibration, location, movement, etc. 2. Data collection layer: Continuous streams of unstructured data which are being captured by device layer, will be transferred to the data nodes. In the data collection layer, all of the collected data by the data nodes will be aggregated. Aggregation of these raw data allows offering usable services. 3. Data processing layer: In this layer, the aggregated data are processed using batch or stream distributed processing engines such as Hadoop [14] , Spark [15] , Storm [16] , and Flink [17] .
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Programming model for processing large sets with a parallel, distributed algorithms In the third layer of this architecture the main requirements for Big Data processing are needed. So, choosing efficient Big Data tools and frameworks has important role to utilize the processing resources.
The goal of this paper is to examine applicability of employing distributed stream processing frameworks at the data processing layer of Smart Cities and appraising the current state of their adoption and maturity among the IoT applications. Regardless to where the data processing is happening (edge or center of processing layer) our experimental results can be taken into account to determine the best framework depending on the processing requirements of streaming applications. The main contribution of our work is providing a fair comparison among three well-known DSPFs in terms of performance, throughput, and scalability.
In comparison with our previously published conference paper [18] , we have added complementary information to "Programming model of stream processing" section and studied more frameworks in "Distributed stream processing frameworks" section. The discussed frameworks are also explained with more details and some figures are used to better show their architectures. A new section is added to cover the prior works that evaluate stream processing systems from different aspects. Moreover, to show the powerful cooperation of DSPFs and message brokers (which makes the real-time streaming processing of Big Data possible) we have added some information about the integration of DSPFs with message brokers.
The evaluations are extended and we have also taken into account the resource utilization (including CPU and network usage) in our experiments. Another real-world application "Training application" is chosen among several benchmark application and is developed for all intended frameworks. We have also added a new section namely "Results and discussion" to discuss the experimental results in more details. Here, all discussions relay on our observations from two different benchmark applications, and we have tried to cover enough considerations. At the end of this section we have provided a recommendation on what kind of frameworks may be followed for certain IoT workloads.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. "Related work" section presents the related works in this topic. "Programming model of stream processing" section explains some primary information about the stream processing models. "Distributed stream processing frameworks" section shortly introduces the most popular distributed stream processing frameworks. The next section describes the technological infrastructure and the application benchmarks used in this research process. "Evaluation" section presents the experiment scenarios and reports the obtained results, highlighting the performed benchmarks and the needed resources, in terms of performance metrics and resource usage. The obtained results are discussed in "Results and discussion" section. Finally, "Conclusion and future works" section presents the main conclusions and applicability of DSPFs in Smart Cities.
Related work
To realize the mechanism, performance and efficiency of different distributed stream processing frameworks many survey papers are published. They study the characteristics of these Big Data platforms and compare them in different conditions. In some papers [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] authors present a conceptual overview on several stream data processing systems such as Apache Storm, Apache Spark, etc. These works discuss general information of these frameworks such as mechanisms, programming languages, and some characteristics such as fault-tolerance; whereas no experimental evaluation is provided. So, there is no metric to assess the efficiency of such frameworks in case of IoT applications.
Authors in [24] consider some important aspects of Big Data processing frameworks such as scalability, fault tolerance, and availability and use k-means as the case study of their evaluations. However, they do not consider specific features of IoT applications such as throughput, latency and resource utilization. Paper [25] presents some information about Big Data analytics besides of some important open issues in this area. Lack of execution of some benchmark applications and hence not to pay attention to important metrics such as throughput and latency are the weaknesses of this work; whereas these parameters are taken into account in our work.
Researchers in [26] provide a valuable overview on Big Data processing frameworks and their efficiency in Smart City domain. They categorize Big Data processing frameworks according to their programming model, type of data sources, and supported programming languages. They have focused on hardware aspects of the processing cluster while some important considerations of Big Data processing in IoT applications (such as throughput and processing latency) are not covered.
Paper [27] provides some information about the Big Data processing frameworks namely Apache Hadoop, Apache Spark and Apache Flink. To have quantitative evaluation, it uses some well-known applications such as Terasort, WordCount, Grep, PageRank and K-means and provide comparative information about the performance of these frameworks in terms of latency. The first drawback of this work is the different programming model of evaluated frameworks which dramatically effects the definition of comparison metrics. In addition, in such a comparative works latency and throughput can not be reported separately; while no throughput is reported in the experiments. Moreover, other important metrics of large-scale distributed systems like resource usage efficiency are not discussed. The data sources are not clarified and the adaptation of applications and their input data for both batch and stream processing in different frameworks are not mentioned.
Programming model of stream processing
The most important aspect of a processing system probably is the programming model, because it defines the future limitations, costs and available operations. In stream processing, one of the fundamental parts of a programming model is how each pieces of new data is processed when it arrives; or later as a part of a set of new data. That distinction divides stream processing into two categories: native and micro-batch.
In native streaming model, all incoming tuples are processed as they arrive. It means that data processing happens as individual pieces before storing data in a storage media rather than being processed a batch at a time. Figure 2 shows the data flow of native streaming model.
Second approach for stream processing is micro-batching. In this method, collections of tuples that are called short batches are created from incoming tuples and go through the system. These batches are created according to a scheduled time interval (e.g. every 10 min) or one or more triggered conditions (e.g. process each batch if it has more or equal than 100 KB of data). Batch processing can be useful when it is not important to have the most real time and up to date data. In Fig. 3 , we can see the mechanism of micro-batch processing model.
Both methods have their own pros and cons. The great advantage of native streaming is its expressiveness. Because it takes stream as it is, it is not limited by any unnatural abstraction. Also in comparison with micro-batching systems, achievable execution time in native streaming is always much better; because the tuples are processed immediately upon arrival. But on the other hand, native streaming systems have usually lower throughput. Furthermore, fault tolerance and load balancing are more expensive, in native streaming rather than micro-batch systems [20, 28] .
In micro-batching systems, splitting data streams into micro-batches reduces system's costs [29] . Some operations, such as state management, are much harder to implement, because system has to deal with whole batch [30] . Finally, it is good to mentioned that micro-batching systems can be built on a native streaming. In the following section, we will have quick look at some well-known streaming processing systems.
Distributed stream processing frameworks
Apache Storm
Apache Storm is the most popular and widely adopted open-source distributed realtime computational platform introduced by Twitter [16] . Similar to what Hadoop does for batch processing, Apache Storm performs on unbounded streams of data in a reliable manner. A Storm cluster consists of two types of nodes: master node and worker node.
Master node runs a daemon called Nimbus, which is the central component of Apache Storm. The responsibility of Nimbus is distributing codes and assigning tasks to the worker nodes. It also monitors health of the cluster by listening to the produced heartbeats by worker nodes and re-assigns failed tasks if needed. Worker nodes do the actual execution of the streaming application. Each worker node runs a daemon called Supervisor, which works by Nimbus and starts and stops the worker processes when required.
The configuration of worker nodes determines how many slots they can provide for the cluster; so each worker node, may run one or more worker processes, depending on its number of slots [8] . Since Apache Storm is not able to manage its cluster state, it relies on Apache Zookeeper [31] for this purpose. Zookeeper simplifies communication between Nimbus and Supervisors with the help of message acknowledgments, processing status, etc. 
Apache Flink
Apache Flink is an open-source streaming platform, which provides capability to run real-time data processing pipelines in a fault-tolerant way at a scale of millions of tuples per second [17] . Flink is based on native stream processing rather than processing micro-batches. Flink processes the user-defined functions code through the system stack. It has master-slave architecture, consists of a Job Manager and one or more Task Manager(s) [10] . The duty of the Job Manager is coordination of all the computations in the Flink system, while the Task Managers are being used as workers and execute parts of the parallel programs. Figure 5 shows the architecture of Apache Flink which is completely clear to the programmers and they just need to know how to work with the API to write programs [17] . Flink is famous for its ability to compute common operations such as hashing, very efficiently.
Apache Spark
Apache Spark is a widely used, highly flexible engine for batch-mode and stream data processing that is well developed for scalable performance at high volumes [15] . To maximize the performance of Big Data analytics applications, Spark supports in-memory processing, but it also can perform disk-based processing when data sets are too large to fit into the available memory. The architecture of Apache Spark is based on the following components [29] :
• Spark Driver • Cluster Manager • Executors A Spark application takes data from a collection of sources (HDFS, NoSQL and relational DBs, etc.), then applies a set of transformations on them, and finally executes an action that generates meaningful results. The Spark Driver, which is the master node in a Spark cluster, converts the application into a set of tasks to be executed by a set of Executors. Once the Spark Driver has converted the application into a set of tasks, it passes them to the Cluster Manager for distribution.
The purpose of the Cluster Manager is to understand where the intended data resides and distribute tasks to the most appropriate server in the cluster. Each server in the cluster has an Executor that receives tasks from the Cluster Manager, executes them, and then returns the results back to the Cluster Manager. It is then the Cluster Manager's responsibility to combine the results from all Executors and make a response for the Spark Driver. In Fig. 6 the cluster view of Apache Spark is shown.
Apache Heron
Twitter open sourced Heron is re-imagined Storm with emphasis on higher scalability and better debug ability [32] . The goals of developing Heron are handling petabytes of data, improving developer productivity, simplifying debugging and providing better efficiency [33] . As it is shown in Fig. 7 , Heron consists of three key components:
• Topology Master: it is responsible for managing a topology from its submitting moment until it is killed. • Stream Manager: its duty is managing the routing of tuples between topology components. • Heron Instance: it is a process that executes a single task and allows for easy debugging and profiling.
Samza
Apache Samza is formed by combination of Apache Kafka [34] and YARN [35] to perform computation over data streams. The main goals of Apache Samza are having better fault tolerance, processor isolation, security, and resource management [36] . Input streams of tuples are decomposed and partitioned so that data flow graph is created. Each graph contains multiple streams and jobs, which let user to partition the streams and parallelize execution of operators across a cluster of machines [37] . Figure 8 shows the high level architecture of Apache Samza.
Akka
Akka is an advanced toolkit and message-driven runtime based on the Actor Model that helps development teams to build the right foundation for successful micro-services architectures and streaming data pipelines [38] . In Akka, the communication between services uses messaging primitives that optimized for CPU utilization, low latency, high throughput and scalability. Akka Streams is a streaming dataflow abstraction on top of Akka Actors, giving developers a better way to define their workflows. As a founding implementation of the Reactive Streams specification, Akka Streams adds benefits of back-pressure and type-safety to the development of streaming applications [39] . Akka Streams and the underlying Akka Actor model are ideal for low-latency processing of data streams.
Integration with message brokers
DSPFs and message brokers naturally complement each other, and their powerful cooperation enables real-time streaming processing of Big Data. In most streaming applications, message brokers such as Apache Kafka, RabbitMQ, ActiveMQ, and Kestrel, prepare data streams instead of connecting to the data source, directly. They employs a pull-based consumption model that allows an application to consume data at its own rate and rewind the consumption whenever needed. They usually provide integrated distributed support and can scale out [40] . Furthermore, the message brokers allow data replication to make it available for several systems and persists data coming from various sources.
Methods/experimental
In all experiments the reported values for all metrics are measured under the same conditions and a specific input rate. For each run 5 min of warm up execution is considered before the metrics were captured from the Web UI of each framework; because the throughput of the streaming application that is being evaluated should have stabilized and converged. According to our experiments after 5 min all applications have stable state in the target frameworks. All of the benchmarks were performed using default settings for Storm, Flink, and Spark Streaming and we have avoided configuration tweaks to tune them.
Experimental setup
For our experimental evaluation, we use a cluster with 8 homogeneous worker nodes. Table 1 shows the specification of our master and worker nodes. Master node runs the job manager and its corresponding demons, and manages all employed worker nodes. Depending on our experiment we use 1, 2, 4, or 8 worker nodes. In all experiments we have used Apache Storm 0.10.0, Apache Flink 1.2.0 and Spark 2.2.1 on top of Ubuntu 16.04 operating system. Moreover, since Apache Storm supports two message processing guarantee semantics, we have run the benchmark applications under both at least once and at most once (No-Ack) semantics. At most once semantics happens when the acknowledgment mechanism is disabled.
Application benchmarks
In our experiments two different streaming applications are used to make sure that our evaluation is reliable. These applications are visually depicted in Figs. 9, and 10. The Advertising application is a sample IoT streaming program from Yahoo Streaming Benchmarks [41] . In this program each incoming tuple is processed by the following operators respectively. 
Fig. 9 Layout of Advertising application
• Source: This component reads the tuples from Kafka message broker and prepares them as standard data units according to the data processing model of intended framework.
• Deserialize: Divides the input JSON string to some meaningful fields.
• Filter: Filters out irrelevant tuples based on their type.
• Projection: Remove unnecessary fields.
• Join: Joins tuples by a specific field with its associated information of another field.
• Count: Take a windowed count of tuples per joined field and store them.
The second application is based on the Model Training application benchmark from RIoTBench [42] . This application consists of some micro benchmark tasks which are mainly developed for Apache Storm. We have partially changed it to be able to work off-line. It uses a timer to periodically trigger a model training run as follows:
• Timer Source: This component simulates the model training trigger.
• Table Read Table-Read operator are also annotated to allow a decision tree classifier to be trained. • Table Write : Stores the trained model files.
• MQTT Publish: Publishes all updates to the database records to the MQTT broker.
Both Advertising and Model Training applications, are written for Storm, Flink and Spark Streaming according to the operators of their dataflow graph. The programming model of both Storm and Flink is based on directed acyclic graph (DAG) so the structure of the applications for these frameworks is similar. But Spark Streaming is a modified version of Apache Spark and its programming model is something between batch and stream processing, called micro-batch.
Evaluation
As explained in "Distributed stream processing frameworks" section there are many distributed stream processing frameworks which can be employed as the data analytics layer of IoT applications in Smart Cities [18] . However, Apache Storm [8] , Apache Spark Streaming [29] , and Apache Flink [10] are the most popular DSPFs for real-time processing [21] . So, we evaluate these three open source and community driven frameworks in terms of performance and scalability, using two streaming applications. The most commonly-used quantitative performance measures to evaluate efficiency of DSPFs, are latency and throughput [19] . In our experiments, we consider these metrics to compare performance and scalability of intended DSPFs. Considering each streaming application as a dataflow graph, we use the following definitions for latency and throughput. We also measure CPU and Network utilization, to realize how efficient each DSPF works.
Latency: For a tuple that is consumed by an application graph, latency is the time it took for that tuple to be processed by intermediate vertexes and transferred (including the network and queuing time) between them. This latency is known as end-to-end latency. As the end-to-end latency of each tuple may vary depending on the tuple size and type, resource allocation, and input rate, we consider the average latency in our evaluations.
Throughput: Depending on the operation of each vertex of the application graph, for each incoming tuple, different number of output tuples may be emitted. Normally the aggregated output tuple rate of all vertexes is considered as the overall throughput. But, when we are talking about different frameworks, we face different implementation of the application graph. So, we cannot use the overall throughput as a unique metric. In our evaluation, we consider the total number of received tuples by the sink operator of the application at 1 s as the processing throughput (all implementations of the applications have a sink operator which collects the output tuples).
In our experiments, Apache Kafka [34] is used to produce desired data streams, so we can see the behavior of the target DSPF in the real world conditions. There are some classes and API to integrate Kafka with DSPFs. The classes are used to track the Kafka brokers dynamically by maintaining the details in ZooKeeper, or statically set the Kafka brokers and its details. Provided API can be used to define configuration settings, fetching the messages from kafka topic and emitting them into DSPF as tuples.
As the data partitioning of message brokers mostly is not chosen wisely, may the raw data is partitioned in a different way than the streaming system requires it. To handle this issue some technique are used, but trades some overhead and performance lost. So, when we are benchmarking a distributed stream processing system, the data exchange between the message broker and the streaming system may become the performance bottleneck. We ran the Kafka in a separated machine and took enough instances from the spout to get sure that the message broker has no effect in our experiment results and never becomes bottleneck.
Latency evaluation
To compare the performance of intended DSPFs in terms of latency, we measure end-toend latency for each tuple, and calculate the average latency in desired time slices. For a particular input rate (Advertising: 400 k tuple/s, Model Training: 1 k tuple/s) we have executed the applications by different number of worker nodes. In Figs. 11 and 12 we can see the latency results obtained by Storm, Storm No-Ack, Flink and Spark Streaming respectively; using 2 and 8 worker nodes.
Throughput evaluation
According to the mentioned above definition for throughput, we consider the total number of received tuples by the sink operator at 1 s as the processing throughput, to have a fair comparison among different frameworks in terms of throughput. Model Training: 14 k tuple/s). We have set these rates to fully utilize the worker nodes and hence realize how much throughput each frameworks provides at high load.
Considering these results, we see on smaller cluster Flink is the winner in terms of throughput and its throughput values have the least variance over the time. By scaling the cluster out via adding more worker nodes, the throughput of Storm and Spark Streaming increase with an almost linear ratio; however, throughput of Flink has little increment.
Load scalability
To appraise the ability for each framework to efficiently expand and contract its resource pool to accommodate heavier or lighter loads, we increase the input rate and measure the corresponding latency. For Advertising application the input rate is varied from 20,000 to 560,000 tuples/s, and for Model Training it is varied from 200 to 2000 tuples/s. For each input rate, benchmark applications are executed for 100 min and the end-toend latencies are measured. Figure 15 shows the latency behavior of different frameworks as the load increases, for both benchmarks. As we can see, for all frameworks the average end-to-end latency increases as the system load increases; however, the distance between Spark Streaming and other frameworks increases dramatically due to the essence of its programming model. As mentioned in "Programming model of stream processing" section Spark Streaming is not using a real streaming paradigm and relay on micro-batching mechanism. So, when the input rate is increased more tuples are buffered to form a microbatch in the configured batching time slice, and hence the end-to-end latency of all of these buffered tuples is increased.
From the results in Fig. 15 , we also observe that the average latency of Flink has the least dependency to the load because of its internal message handling mechanism and works well while the network is not over-utilized; and Storm shows a bit more reaction to load variances; while Spark Streaming performs worst among them due to the mentioned above reason.
For each input rate, the 99th percentile latency for a tuple to be completely processed by the DSPFs is illustrated in Fig. 16. a b 
Horizontal scaling
To examine the ability of the appraised frameworks to scale out, we increased the cluster size by adding more worker nodes from 1 to 8. Figure 17 shows scale out effect on the latency of Advertising and Model Training applications, respectively. Also, Fig. 18 represents the scalability of Advertising and Model Training applications in terms of throughput.
Looking at these graphs we can see Flink has the worst scalability and its latency and throughput have a few improvements when the number of worker nodes is increased. In large-scale clusters, Storm and Spark Streaming beat Flink in terms of latency and throughput. Both Storm and Spark Streaming have near linear behavior in terms of scalability but Storm scales even better than Spark Streaming and behaves almost linear, specially when no acking mechanism is applied. 
Resource utilization
In IoT domain, applications are too resource intensive and efficient use of distributed resources has vital role. To make better sense about efficiency of intended frameworks we calculate average CPU usage and Network utilization in all experiments. The average resource utilization of eight worker nodes related to experiments in "Latency evaluation" section (latency evaluation of different frameworks) are shown in Fig. 19 . Using this information, we know which resource may become performance bottleneck in each framework.
Results and discussion
Load scalability: Throughout the results from "Load scalability" section, we observe that (1) Storm and Flink consistently outperforms Spark Streaming in terms of latency.
(2) Increasing the input rate leads to more significant improvement of them. In Spark Streaming, multiple tuples are processed in a micro-batch, which leads to higher throughput but it cause deterioration of the end-to-end latency for individual tuples since they have to wait for a little bit before being batched by the Spark Streaming component.
Resource utilization: By placing resource utilization of all frameworks under scrutiny, we realized that Flink is more network intensive than other frameworks while its CPU usage is less than both Storm and Spark Streaming. As we can see in Fig. 15 Flink has stable performance while the input rate is increasing, but at a certain rate the network gets bottleneck and its latency becomes worse than both Storm and Storm no-Ack.
Ability to scale out: According to our observations when the cluster has a few number of worker nodes Flink provides the lowest latency and hence the best performance in both applications. The reasoning behind this excellence is the message passing mechanism of Flink which trades more network usage at a benefit of better CPU utilization. For small-scale cluster the extra CPU power that is saved by efficient message passing is consumed by the processing components and hence, the latency is decreased. By increasing the number of worker nodes Storm latency is reduced almost linearly, but Flink latency decrement is lighter and does not scale as expected; insofar as, for a cluster of 8 worker nodes Storm and Flink result almost equal performance. In the larger clusters we have more inter-node communications and the network utilization becomes more valuable parameters. Although, the massage passing a b of Flink benefits from better CPU utilization but it worsens the network utilization which increases the processing latency. Spark Streaming, always has much higher latency, but its latency scales better than Flink by increasing size of the cluster, however not as well as Storm.
From these results, we conclude that while the network resources do not get bottleneck Flink provides more stable response time and its 99th percentile latency value says it is better solution for real-time applications. On the other hand, Spark Streaming latency strongly depends on the input rate. It would not be good choice for application with variable data load like network monitoring, but a good selection to achieve high-throughput when latency is not as important as throughput. With acking disabled, Storm has better performance and provides more reliable response time at high throughput. However, in this conditions the ability to handle failures is disabled.
From the application perspective it is ideal to predict the certain behavior of streaming applications on different frameworks according to their category. Using these information, we can determine which framework better suits each category of applications. Table 2 represents a categorization of most popular streaming workloads. An ETL application is a process consists of cleaning or correcting the data, retrieving data from the sources, transforming data into a usable format and finally transmitting data to the consumers. An executing machine learning algorithm on streaming data is called Stream ML. A CEP application combines data from multiple sources to identify events or patterns. An IVP application is a process consists of some operations, performing on an image or a frame of an incoming video.
As our experiments show there are some trade-off to choose the proper framework for each category of applications. For example, an ETL application may has the least latency on Storm but Spark Streaming provides more processing throughput. In another case may Flink process a single tuple much faster than Storm but when the data arrival rate or cluster size are changed, Storm passes Flink.
So, regardless to the category of applications there are several parameters such as data arrival rate, cluster size, tuple size and data type [43] which severely effect different performance metrics. Further, giving a recommendation for a framework per each category can vary depending on the desired metric. Nevertheless, we made a recommendation for a specific framework per each category in Table 2 based on the main characteristics of the applications in each category. In this table, for each category we have specified which framework provides the best results in general terms.
Overall, each of the frameworks studied here have their advantages and disadvantages. Our experiments show Storm and Flink have very similar performance, and Spark Streaming, has much higher latency, while it provides higher throughput. However, Flink behaves very well at small-scale clusters but it has poor scalability and loses the competition on the large-scale clusters.
Conclusion and future works
Collections of large amount of IoT devices and objects are producing huge amount of data in Smart Cities which requires being processed immediately. Big Data analytics tools have the capacity to handle large volumes of data generated from IoT devices that create a continuous stream of information. There are plenty of Big Data processing platforms which are designed for special purposes. At the age of IoT and Smart Cities it is interesting to compare the behavior of available distributed stream processing frameworks and examine the applicability of employing them to process high volume of data generated in Smart Cities. In this paper we made a deep comparison between three most popular frameworks, namely Apache Storm, Apache Flink, and Spark Streaming to show that which platform is suitable for what kind of streaming application. In our experiments we focused on evaluating the performance of intended frameworks in terms of latency, and throughput. We also evaluated the scalability (in terms of data arrival rate and the number of cluster nodes), and resource utilization of these frameworks using two benchmark applications from real world.
In addition to further consideration for resource utilization, we like to take into account the processing guarantees and fault tolerance. We also like to include other stream processing frameworks like Apache Heron and Apache Samza.
